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An Effective Approach on Recovering

Sharp Features of Triangular Meshes

Yuhui Peng1,∗, Yan Zhao2,∗

Abstract. The sharp features, including edges, corners and boundaries, usually express the
most important geometric information for triangular meshes. The purpose of this investigation is to
reconstruct sharp edges from blended or chamfered features for mesh processing with high accuracy.
The proposed approach involves two processes: sharpness-based region-recognizing, which identifies
the feature vertices based on the vertex sharpness, and sharp-features reconstructing. In the process
of region-recognizing, the angle variations of normal vectors are introduced to indicate the vertex
sharpness. Then, the feature regions comprised of “sharp” vertices and facets could be identified.
Furthermore, during the process of sharp feature reconstructing, the coordinates of concerned
vertices are adjusted gradually using an iterative filtering algorithm depending on sharpness, which
updates the feature regions from the inside-outside. Finally, the experimental results validate the
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method in sharpening meshes.

Key words. Triangular meshes, Sharp feature, Vertex sharpness, Mesh sharpening, Normal
filtering.

1. Introduction

Triangular mesh in STL format is gaining wider acceptance in various applica-
tions such as industrial product design, computer graphics, reverse engineering, CAE
applications, Rapid Prototyping and CNC machining [1-3] etc. Sharp features con-
taining corners, edges, and boundaries, ordinarily demonstrate the essential geomet-
ric information of the whole shape. During the process of simplification, denoising
and smoothing, sharp features are often blurred, deformed or even lost. Therefore,
it is necessary to reconstruct the sharp features for mesh processing because the
feasibility of the model reconstructing relies on the accuracy of feature recovering.

In order to reconstruct the sharp features of triangular meshes, many researchers
focused on developing various algorithms for mesh sharpening. Generally, the di-
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hedral angle (angle between two neighboring triangular facets), is applied to detect
the sharp meshes. Then, facets located on the chamfer are subdivided to recover
sharp features on the basis of the six steps color-marking method [4]. However,
this solution seems to be invalid, in the case of dense distribution of facets on the
chamfer. It means that the associated second-order nearest-neighbor facets still stay
on the chamfer. It results in the concerned meshes cannot be recognized according
to this approach. Moreover, Bayes classifier is applied to detect the sharp region
in some researches, through different Normal distribution between sharp and un-
sharp meshes. As a result, a sharpness-dependent filtering algorithm is proposed
to effectively recover sharp features in repairing boundary of holes and caves [5].
Meanwhile, due to no control of vertices sharpness, the meshes on the fillet are li-
able to be mistakenly sharpened in the reconstructing procedure. Thus, the USSOD
(uniformly supported second-order difference) method is presented to calculate the
max-error for each vertex covered by the range parameter λ. After that, the value
of max-error is applied to evaluate the sharpness of vertex, classify them into dif-
ferent groups, and then narrow the feature region supposed to contain sharp edges.
Subsequently, the sharp features on fillets and chamfers are reconstructed in the
process of vertices shrinking based on the geometric prediction method [4, 6]. It
has been realized that this approach is likely to re-sharpen the facets in the sharp
regions for the misjudgment of vertices in high curvature area, since this feature
recognition method is highly related to the dihedral edge angle. Furthermore, in
the previous approach [7], a feature enhancing and smoothing mesh algorithm is put
forward to realize repair and reconstruction of the target features. It bases on the
principle that iteratively use of diffusion of normals and vertices by applying the
Perona-Malik gray-scale image nonlinear diffusion method. In addition, some other
approaches have also been proposed [8, 9] for the similar purpose of sharp region
reconstructing.

Motived by the impressive results of sharpen range control[10] and sharpness-
dependent[5] for meshes sharpening, a new method is proposed in this paper to
eliminate the influence of feature deterioration caused by smoothing or denoising
and sharp features on the fillets and chamfers, and then the sharp region in meshes
can be effectively reconstructed. In the proposed method, it relies on the following
basic processing procedure: (1) Feature vertices in the sharpening region are de-
tected according to the user-specified parameter λ and the value of their sharpness;
(2) Classify the facets containing feature vertex into the static and dynamic type;
(3)Adjust the normal vector of dynamic facets progressively from inside-outside; (4)
Update the vertex coordinates iteratively to meet with the adjusted facet normal.

2. Sharp region detection

The sharp region defined herein is that the special area consists of meshes de-
graded or deformed from the original sharp area, when processing meshes with the
methods of smoothing, simplification and so on. Therefore, in order to recover the
sharp features, sharp region embedded in the whole model should be effectively
identified at first.
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2.1. Vertex sharpness

As shown in figure 1, Vi is defined as the neighborhood set of vertex vi , Vi={vj,
d(vi, vj )≤ r}. Where d(vi, vj ) is the Euclidean distance between vi and vj , and
r is an user-specified parameter to control the range within sharpening region. It
also help to avoid the existed sharp region being sharpened again. The angle θij
is expressed as the angle between normal vector ni of vertex vi and normal vector
nj of vertex vj . If vi is located in a smooth region, the variation of θij is low,
especially in case of plane area, the value of θij equals zero at this point. Therefore,
the variation of θij is defined as vertex sharpness in the following Eq. (1).

 
  Fig. 1. Feature points in sharpening region

si =
1

‖Vi‖
∑

vj∈Vi

(θij − θi)
2
. (1)

Where ||Vi|| represents the number of vertices in Vi, θi is arithmetic average
value of θij , and it can be written by Eq. (2).

θi =
1

‖Vi‖
∑

vj∈Vi

θij . (2)

2.2. Methodology

Assuming a two manifold triangular meshes M with no noise or aliasing errors on
the non-feature region, thus the steps taken to detect sharpening region are expressed
as follows:

(1) Identification of sharp feature vertices
If one dihedral angle involved in 1-ring facets of vertex vi (adjacent facets who

share vertex vi), is greater than 90˚, the sharpness value of vertex vi is set to zero
and the vertex vi is treated as static vertex, whose position will not be moved. By
doing so, it is able to prevent the sharp feature vertex from being re-sharpened as
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the previous approaches.
(2) Calculation of vertex sharpness
The vertex sharpness si can be computed according to the Eq. (1) for each vertex

in the detected feature region.
(3 )Dynamic facets
Assuming the maximum value of vertex sharpness smax equals 1.0, then all vertex

sharpness are distributed in the range of [0, 1]. Each vertex vi, whose sharpness
value si is greater than a pre-set threshold η, is defined as a dynamic vertex. The
corresponding facet containing dynamic vertex is called dynamic triangle.

(4) Determination of r and η
The value of parameter r is determined by the following criterion. The greater

value of r is, means that the larger scale of involved meshes will be. In the practice,
the value of r expands from a small to a large value progressively. The minimum r
is set as the average edge length e of the whole model, and each increasing step is
0.2 e till all vertices concerned can be covered under the r value.

The sharpness threshold η is chosen in another way. It should be noticed that the
value η determines how many vertices will be identified as feature vertices. By means
of manual sampling in the sharpening region, an initial η is set as the minimum value
calculated from sampled vertices.

2.3. Example

Finally, two models, Cube and Half-disk (shown in figure 2.), are taken as exam-
ples to test the effectiveness of the proposed method. Then, the test results, from
the USSOD method in [10] and the method proposed in this paper, will be compared
during the process of sharp region detection.

  
(a) Cube                                      (b) Half-disk 

  
Fig. 2. original models

As shown in figure 3, both methods have a good performance in recognizing
sharpening regions degraded from the boundary of Cube. It should be to be noticed
that the vertices in blue highlight, are missed by USSOD method due to small
dihedral angles, in contrast, they can be detected by the vertex sharpness value
proposed in this paper.

The test results also show that the USSOD method often judge vertices on the
fillet as sharpening feature vertices depending on the criterion of dihedral angle. It
inevitably results in mis-sharpening shown in figure 4(a). Obviously, the proposed
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(a) USSOD                                               (b) This paper 

  
Fig. 3. Comparison of sharpening region detection for cube

     
(a) USSOD             (b) This paper 

  
Fig. 4. Comparison of sharpening region detection for the half disk

method relying on the variation of the vertex normal is a prefer method to distinguish
the vertices of sharpening region from fillets with higher accuracy.

3. Sharp feature reconstruction

The core of sharp feature recovering is how to determine the new position for
dynamic vertices. In this paper, the method of facet normal filtering is developed
to adjust facet normal with the least error rule. Actually, the new facet normal
determines the moving direction of dynamic vertices.

3.1. Facet normal filtering

The process of facet normal filtering is mainly used in smoothing or denoising.
It usually moves the feature vertices along a certain direction and then blurs or de-
grades the sharp features. In other words, the procedure of sharpening is a reversing
procedure of smoothing.

Moreover, mean filtering is one of most popular ways to adjust normal vector.
The new normal n′fi [11] of triangular facets fi is calculated by Eq. (3), based on the

average weighted normals of the neighboring triangles fi , where
∥∥∥Nf

i

∥∥∥ represents
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the number of neighboring triangles and weight wij is expressed by wij =
1

‖Nf
i ‖

.

n′fi =

∑
fj∈Nf

i

wijnfj∥∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
fj∈Nf

i

wijnfj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
. (3)

In the view of the influence of facet area size, Eq. (3) can be translated into Eq.
(4) through weighted size area, where Aj expresses the area of facet fi.

n′fi =

1∑
fj∈N

f
i

Aj

∑
fj∈Nf

i

Ajnfj∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1∑
fj∈N

f
i

Aj

∑
fj∈Nf

i

Ajnfj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
. (4)

The principle of mean filtering reveals that the new normal of facet fi is deter-
mined by the normals of neighboring triangles. It possess the average contribution
or different contribution according to the area size respectively. Considering the
influence of different angle between facet fi normal and other neighboring facet, an-
other normal filtering method is presented as the following Eq. (5) in [13], where
the weighting function is defined in Eq. (6).

n′fi =

∑
fj∈Nf

i

wjnfj∥∥∥∥∥∥ ∑
fj∈Nf

i

wjnfj

∥∥∥∥∥∥
. (5)

wj =

{
f(nfi · nfj − T ) if nfi · nfi > T
0 if nfi · nfi ≤ T

(6)

Where T is a user-defined threshold and nfj is the normal of facet fi and fj [12]
respectively, when assuming f(x) = x2. In Eq. (5), it clearly explains that, the closer
nfj and nfi are, the greater contribution facet fj will makes on the new normal of
facet fi.

During the procedure of meshes sharpening in this paper, the normals of dynamic
facets are adjusted progressively in accordance with the normals of neighboring static
facets. Then, Eq. (6) can be translated into Eq. (7) as follows, where s1js2js3j is
denoted as vertex sharpness for three vertices on facet fj respectively, and facet
sharpness sfj = 1

3 (s
1
j + s2j + s3j ), when assuming f(x) = x2.

wj = f(1− sfj ) . (7)

Furthermore, the neighboring triangles set of triangle fi is written by Nf
i , which
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is the union of adjacent triangles with triangle fi. Then, the neighboring triangles set
of vertex vi can be expressed as Fi={fj, vk∈fj and vk∈Vi}. In Eq. (7), it describes
that, if the triangle fj is more flat, the value of wj is larger. Consequently, it will
exert greater contribution on the new normal vectorn′fi .

In addition, it is noteworthy that the proposed normal filtering is implemented
with facets in the order from low to high facet sharpness. In other words, the facet
normal adjustment is from inside flat region to the outside.

3.2. Position updating

The position updating for each feature vertex follows the Eq. (8) as previous
approach [13], where ||Fi || is the number of triangles in Fi, cj is the centroid of
triangle fj, and xi, x′i represents the original coordinates and the new coordinates of
vertex vi respectively.

             
(a) Original meshes                   (b) Result of meshes sharpened  

               

   
(c) Original meshes         (d) Meshes sharpened 

  
Fig. 5. Result of Cube sharpened
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x′i = xi +
1

‖Fi‖
∑
fj∈Fi

nj [nj · (cj − xi)] . (8)

          
(a) Original meshes                (b) Result of meshes sharpened 

                   

        
(c) Original meshes         (d) Meshes sharpened  

                 

    
(e) Original meshes          (f) Meshes sharpened  

 

 

 

s 

Fig. 6. Results of Half-disk sharpened

Then, the new coordinates of vertex vi will be iteratively calculated according
to the Eq. (8) till the facet normal nfi for dynamic facets is as close as to the ideal
normal n′fi , when assuming that 1 − nfi · n′fi < ξ, where nfi is in accordance with
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n′fi , nfi · n
′
fi

= 1. In the practical application, the value of ξ is selected in the range
of 0 to 0.01 normally.

3.3. Results

The algorithm described in this paper is implemented with MFC and OpenGL
running on the following hardware: Desktop PC, CPU PIV 2.8Ghz, Memory 1G,
NVIDIA GeForce4 MX440 128MB.

The examples in figure 5 and figure 6 are conducted to indicate the ability of
proposed method on sharp feature reconstruction. According to the results shown
in figure (6-b), it clearly demonstrates that this approach perfectly preserves the
original fillet feature from being sharpened.

The concerned initial values and computing time are listed in table 1. Evidently,
most of the computing time is expended in sharpening region recognition. The
value of r/e is becoming larger when there exist a larger difference in the facets’
size, which leads to lower efficiency of the algorithm.

Table 1. initial value and time consumed

Model
Number of
triangular
facets

r/e η

Time for
sharpening

region
detection (s)

Time for
normals

filtering (s)

Time for
position

updating (s)

Cube 6, 276 1.4 0.05 5.4 1.7 0.6

Half-disk 7, 406 1.6 0.1 8.1 2.2 0.7

4. Conclusion

Sharp features detail, such as corners, edges and the boundary, is the most im-
portant geometrical information for a model. Hence, this paper aims to develop an
effective mesh sharpening method, in order to support sharp features reconstruction
effectively, including sharp edges and corners. The proposed approach primarily
consists of two processes, sharpening region detection and facet normal filtering.
Experimental results reveal that the developed approach works better on triangular
meshes with fillets than the previous approaches.
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